I. INTRODUCTION
We present and analyse hère a Chebyshev spectral method for non periodic, steady-state, 2-D incompressible Navier-Stokes équations.
A very large littérature exists now concerning the numerical resolution of Navier-Stokes équations by spectral methods (see for a survey).
Generally the velocity pressure formulation of the équations is used du y= -v Aw + u. Vw + V/7 = ƒ in the domain, " (1.0) div u = 0 in the domain with often periodic boundary conditions in 1, 2 or 3 directions. The great problem with non periodic boundary conditions is the treatment of the pressure. In order to solve numerically (1.0), the varions authors propose different stratégies for handling separately the velocity and the pressure :
* The most obvious way to obtain an équation for pressure is to take the divergence of the équation of momentum to obtain the following Poisson équation : Ap = div ƒ -div (w. Vw).
Various boundary conditions can be imposedthen : Orszag-Israeli-Deville [1] have analysed several boundary conditions on pressure. Their conclusion is that numerical instabilities lead to prefer conditions with no physical meaning. These methods are compared in .
The best suited type of boundary conditions is :
It has been used by and Lequeré-Alziary de Roquefort [1] but requires the inversion of the so called influence-matrix which is large, full and ill-conditioned. This method is then difficult to use in 3-D non periodic situations. * Another strategy, that can be used in 3-D non periodic curved domains is proposed by (see also Métivet [1] ). It consists in an itérative method based on a minimization of divergence at each time step that does not involve boundary conditions over the pressure, this one being considered as a Lagrangien multiplicator. A method with no boundary conditions over the pressure is also proposed in for a 2-D periodic/non periodic problem. * A last treatment consists in the élimination of the pressure. A clever choice of divergence free velocity expansion functions can be used then, if directions of periodicity exist (see ). But it seems difficult to be generalized to pure non periodic boundary conditions. In fact, the difficulty encountered hère, due the compatibility conditions between velocity and pressure, is well known in finite element method and lies partially in a good choice for velocity and pressure discrete spaces. This condition is known as " inf-sup condition" (see ). This problem, in spectral framework, has been analised in .
However, there exist two other présentations of 2-D incompressible NavierStokes équations that do not involve such a problem : the stream functionvorticity formulation that requires boundary conditions on vorticity, and 
Note that problem (1.1) is well fitted to spectral approximations since their accuracy increases with the regularity of the function Ç¥ is more regular than u). We prove here that the coUocation method leads to a discrete solution *¥ N asymptotically as close to *F as the best polynomial approximation of *F.
For other theoretical analysis concerning spectral approximations of NavierStokes équations we refer to Maday-Quarteroni [2] and for pure spectral methods and CanutoMaday-Quarteroni [1] for a combined finite element and spectral method.
In section 2 we recall some theoretical results concerning the approximation by Chebyshev spectral methods.
In section 3 we consider the approximation of the Stokes problem and section 4 deals with the Navier-Stokes problem. Optimal error bounds are proved The analysis is based on the use of results of on the approximation of branches of non singular solution of P.D.E.. We indicate in the appendix a suitable version of their theorems 3.1,3.2.
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IL NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
Let / = ]-1, -f 1[ and Q = I x /. A point of / (resp. Q) is denoted by x(resp. x = (x l9 x 2 ))andF = dQ.
Let O e 9 '(Q); then D" <S> means 2 d> for any a = (a l5 a 2 ) in N 2 ,
ÖX-^ OX2
and I a I = 04 + a 2 .
We consider the weight function (o(x) = (1 -x 2 )~1 /2 , xe I, associated with the Chebyshev polynomials, and oe(x) = ©(xj oe(x 2 ), x e Q. We define the vol. 21, n° 1, 1987 weighted Sobolev spaces H^(Q) as follows : is a norm over HQ^Q) equivalent to the norm ||. || s ^ (see Grisvard [1] for more details). If X and Y are two Banach spaces such as X c: Y then X ^^Y (resp. X <^-> 7) will mean that the identity mapping is continuous (resp. compact) from X into 7. We recall now some rather simple properties (see Maday [3] ) :
2)
iî/^(Q) is an algebra for any s > 1 . (2.4)
Next we introducé some notations and results commonly used in spectral methods. Let P N (I) (resp. Q\(Q)) dénote the space of all polynomials over R of degree ^ N (resp. over U 2 of degree ^ JV in each variable). The results we will mention now are valid for 0 = / or 0 = Q, the various norm ||. || SfCB and scalar product (.,.)o,« standing for the one previously defined if 0 = Q, and for those defined m the same way for 8 = /.
For any (p, v) (6), (2.6) (see for the proofs of (2.5) and (2.6)). Let V = H § t JQ) and V N = V n P N (9). We recall that, for any real r ^ 2, there exists an operator n rAf from Hffl) n F onto K N such that :
(see Maday [1] and [3] ). Let F%% = { &» CÜJ | 0 < i < AT}, (resp. F^ = {(^ oe tJ ) | 0 < ij < AT }), be the set of abcissae and weights of the Gauss Lobatto quadrature formula of order 2JV -1 associated with the weight CD (resp. co).
From the définition we have the following properties : -= (^y and ©" = ©,©,, O^ij^N, 
I(N)
This bilinear form is a scalar product over PJV(9) . The associated norm is denoted || . || ujv , and vérifies the following property (see Canuto-Quarteroni 
II * llo,« < II ® IU < 4 1| 0> || OtB , V$ e P N (9) .
(2.10) vol 21, n° 1, 1987 Let us now introducé the interpolation operator P N (resp. P N ) at the point (resp. % h ) defined by :
These operators verify : (we use again an unique notation for the one and two dimension cases) (see ).
in. SOME RESULTS CONCERNING THE CONTINUOUS PROBLEM

Hl-L The biharmonic prohlem
Let us fïrst consider the following biharmonic problem : Given g, find T such that :
In order to analyse a spectral approximation of that problem we want to find a solution *F in V = HQJQ). A necessary condition for solving problem (3.1) is that g (being the laplacian of an element of L^) belongs to the space J*?-2 (Q) defined by :
( 3.2)
The main resuit of this section states that this condition is also sufïïcient Let us first recall a preliminary one-dimensional resuit which can be found in Maday [1] . 
These results will now be extended to the 2-D case. Proof: Let O and % be in @>(Q). Then, Ooe and %co belong also to ^(fi) and we can write :
where
Ja
We have : (we précise here by O; the factor in © which dépends onx i ,i=l , 2) Using (3.4) we obtain : Since J is non négative we obtain :
X1
0.
Thus it foUows from (3.8) and (3.13) that : Using (3.14) we find :
hence we have :
Integrating by parts and using (3.14) once more we obtain :
-0+*î)|£-| «Ï^K-(3.19)
Similarly we find : find VeV such that : *CF,X) = <£*>, V X eV, (3.20) where aÇ¥, x) = | A¥A(xoe) dx and < .,. 
We shall only consider the first term ; the others can be treated in the same way. 2 Let q = _ ; then, due to the hypothesis on s, we have 4 < q < oo. Therefore, from Hölder's inequality we have : Then, (3.32) is a solution of so that /eC°(Q)(see (2.2) ). We defïne then O^ over Q by ®t/2Ù = * < ( * i ) * / * 2 ) for a n Y Uj> l U Ĵ N -2 .
IV. APPROXIMATION OF NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS BY
This set of éléments of Pjv(fi) is a basis of V N and using this basis as test function in (4.3) leads to the following equivalent problem : jfïnd^eF^suchthat:
where for any function % in C°(Q) we have posed
The scheme (4.3') would be a collocation scheme for the équation (3.28) if the values ©yféju) were equal to zero for (fc, /) # (/, j). Since it is not the case, it is a collocation-like method involving nine points at the same time.
Some indications f or the numerical treatment ofthe scheme.
First we want to point out that the expression ofthe nonlinear term we have used is not only a theoretic tool but has been prefered by Basdevant [1] for the approximation of the evolutionnary Navier-Stokes équations with periodic boundary conditions. In this latter case the formulation provides an economy of C.P.U. time and input-output.
For the numerical resolution ofthe problem we suggest and itérative method treating explicitly the non linear terms : X ¥ N is the limit of a séquence (v|/£)" 6 N . The following method :
would involve the inversion of a full and ill conditionned System. Hence, as it is preconised in the littérature we prefer the use of a finite différence preconditionning Aj D ofthe operator A 2 (see Orszag [1] , for example)
where e is a relaxation parameter. The évaluation of the explicit right hand side of (4.3") involves two types of calculus : first the values of a product of two fonctions on the set of (JV + l) (see (3.22) for the notation 7).
We first prove that a N is continuous and elliptic. •n (4.10) (4.11) (4.12) Therefore, (4.7) is a conséquence of (4.10) -(4.12), (3.11), (3.12) . Let us prove now (4.8). We keep the above notations but with % = $. Due to (3.5) 
Problem (4.6) is equivalent to the following one :
f Find ^ e Fjv such that :
We consider now a slightly more genera! problem :
ƒ Find (X, Yjy) e IR x F N such that :
IV.
Existence of a solution of the approximate problem and error bound
We shall use now the gênerai theorem concerning the approximation of problems stated as (3.32) by problems stated as (4.17) developped in Descloux-Rappaz [1] . We have recalled a suitable version of it in the appendix.
First we shall assume in the sequel that the solution T o of (3.28) satisfies the following property :
(X o , ^o) is a regular point of (3.32).
Let us now prove that lim T N = T. We introducé the projection operators n^ and n^v from V onto V N by :
Using lemma 3.2 and well-known technics upon projection operators we get :
From ( Proof : Let O be in F n H°(Q\ using (4.8) we have :
|| (n* -n cJV ) o iii^ < p-1 a^^ -n CiN )®,(n w -n aJV )<D).
Next we deduce from (4.18) and (4.19) that :
Besides, as in the proof of (4.20), we get :
On the other hand, we define for 1 < /, j < 2 : Using(2.6) and(2.13), noticing that U aN <&(x u .)eP N (I) and that P N reduces to the identity mapping over P N (1) we get :
O.ço
Following the same lines as in the proof of (3.12) we obtain :
Similarly we obtain :
Finally, noticing that : In order to prove that hypothesis (A. 1) and (A. 3) holds we compute the derivatives of F and F N . Using (3.26), (3.27 ) and (3.32) we have, for any (X, <b\ (n,, Xi ) eUxV (i=l,2,3) : Moreover it can be checked that (A. 3) is a conséquence of the following property :
(4.33)
The following lemma and (4.20) will imply (4.33). Using (4.21) and the equality T N = Tl N o T, we obtain,for any s, 1 < s < 3/2 :
Let us consider now the next term in the right hand side of (4.35). We get :
2 ,oe-N sein * ( nuo (437) Using Theo rem 3.1 and (4.21) we obtain :
T II < C (d ^R\
Moreover it foUows from lemma 3.3 that : The first term on the right hand side of (4.60) is bounded thanks to (4.59). The second one is studied easily if we note that :
The third one uses the continuity of B (see (4.39)). The last one has been studied If we choose n < -such that 2 < ^i < a we get from (2.12) and (2.4):
Using now the following inequality :
and the inverse inequality we dérive after some calculation : The last term in the right hand side of (4.63) is bounded by the same quantity so that (4.58) is proved since || ^(X) || CT(a can be bounded independently of X due to the compactness of A. 
APPENDIX
